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Lightcurve of ordinary asteroid 



First binaries resolved from photometry 
1994 AW1 (Pravec and Hahn, 1997) 



First binaries resolved from photometry 
1996 FG3 (Pravec et al, 2000) 

Asynchronous binary 



Models of binaries derived from 
photometry 

•  10 NEA binaries (22 oppositions) 

•  15 MBA binaries (33 oppositions) 



Where all the data come from? 

2006 



Why to do photometry of binaries? 



Why to do photometry of binaries? 

•  poles distribution 

•  dynamical evolution 



Lightcurve of binary asteroid 
Primary 

Secondary 

Primary event Secondary event 



Long-period component extraction 

L.p. component = mutual events 
+ rotation of secondary 



(The long period component of) Lightcurve simulation 
– the direct problem 

Input parameters: 
•  Heliocentric orbit  geometry 
•  Keplerian elements of mutual orbit 
(circular, eccentric) 
•  Shape and size ratio of components 
•  Scattering law   Two-axis ellipsoids or any arbitrary 

shape approximated by polyhedra with 
triangular facets 

The lightcurve of the system is computed using simple ray-traycing code. 



The inverse problem 

Fitted parameters: 
•  Keplerian elements of mutual orbit: 

•  a/Ap – semimajor axis 
•  lP – ecl. longitude of orbit’s pole 
•  bP – ecl. latitude of orbit’s pole 
•  Porb – sidereal orbital period 
•  L0 – mean length of secondary at given epoch 
•  e – eccentricity 
•  w –  argument of pericenter 

•  Shape and size ratio of components: 
•  flattening of primary Ap /Cp, 
•  elongation of secondary As /Cs,  
•  size ratio of both bodies As / Ap 



Pre-estimates of initial parameters 

•  Synodic orbital period 

•  Components size ratio 



Pre-estimates of initial parameters 

Time-increasing L of contacts should lie on  
a straight line defined by 

where n = 2/Psid. 
This can be applied for fixed orbital pole only! 

Sidereal orbital period and L0 (argument of mean length of secondary for JD0): 

Visual identification of contacts: 



Pre-estimates of initial parameters 

Maps of parameters a/RP, Porb and L0 
precomputed from contacts identified 
in lightcurve for various directions of 
mutual orbit’s normal (lP,bP). 

From each starting point in the grid: 

minimization using Nelder and Mead 
simplex algorithm. 



Some results 



Some results 



Some results 



Some results 

(Scheirich and Pravec, 2009) 



Some results 
(65803) Didymos 

(Pravec et al. 2006) 



Matching with radar observations 

2000 

2001 

Radar (Ostro et al., 2001) 



Matching with radar observations 
Radar (Margot et al., 2002) 



Precession of mutual orbit? 



Precession of mutual orbit? 



Precession of mutual orbit? 

(35107) 1991 VH – three periods in the lightcurve: 

2.6236 h – (probably) primary’s rotation 

32.63 h – orbital period of secondary 

12.836 h – ??? 

•  rotation of secondary?  

•  precession of primary?  



Uncertainty of bulk density 

1999 KW4 

(Recycle the garbage with caution!) 

Spherical shapes give 
the lowest densities 



MBA multi-opposition data 



MBA multi-opposition data 



MBA multi-opposition data 

Oppositions Porb 

(hours) 
3 
(s) 

M after  
5 years 
(degrees) 

(1453) Fennia 07,09,11 23.00351 ± 0.2 ± 2 

(1830) Pogson 07,08,10 24.24580 ± 0.2 ± 1 

(2754) Efimov 06,08,11 14.77578 ± 0.3 ± 6 

(3309) Brorfelde 05,09,10 18.46444 ± 0.1 ± 1 

(4029) Bridges 06,07,10 16.31701 ± 0.1 ± 2 



Three-period systems among MBA 

•  (1830) Pogson:  2.57 h;  3.26 h; 24.26 h (orb.) 

•  (2006) Polonskaya:  3.12 h; 6.66 h; 19.15 h (orb.) 

•  (2577) Litva:   2.81 h; 5.68 h; 35.87 h (orb.) 

 The second rotational component does not disappear 
during the secondary event  it’s not the rotation of the 
secondary  indication of the third object in the system. 

(Pravec et al., submited to Icarus) 



Conclusions 
Photometry of NEA and small MBA binaries 

•  requires: 
•  distribution of observers among the world 
•  sub-meter to meter-class telescopes 

•  gives: 
•  unique (in many cases) orbital poles, periods, and 
other parameters 
•  constraints on theories of binaries’ origin and evolution 

•  does not give: 
•  (accurate) densities! 


